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LIQUEFACTION POTENTIAL EVALUATION
--ENERGY-BASED METHOD COMPARED TO STRESS-BASED METHOD-Takaji Kokusho
Dept., Civil & Environment Eng., Chuo University
Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, JAPAN 112-8551

ABSTRACT
A data set of undrained cyclic triaxial test with parametrically changing relative density and fines content is reviewed and interpreted
in the scope of energy. It is found that the strain amplitude or pore-pressure buildup during cyclic loading is uniquely related to the
energy dissipated in soil specimens. This further indicates that a RL (cyclic stress ratio)-Nc (number of cycles) line corresponding to
specific soil strain represents a line of equal dissipated energy. An energy-based method (EBM) is proposed in which liquefaction
potential can be evaluated by comparing the dissipated energy with upward seismic wave energy with no regard to stress intensity and
the number of cycles. EBM developed here is applied to a hypothetical sand deposit shaken by a recorded seismic motion of the
earthquake magnitude M=9.0 to compare with a conventional stress-based method (SBM) using the same seismic motion. The two
results have similarities and differences, and the similarity tends to be greater, if the effect of M=9.0 is considered in SBM.

INTRODUCTION
From the dawn of the liquefaction research, a stress-based
method (SBM), comparing undrained cyclic strength with
seismically induced shear stress, was employed (Seed and
Idriss 1971) and standardized in engineering practice for liquefaction potential evaluations in many design codes.
On the other hand, an energy-based method (EBM) was proposed by Davis and Berrill (1982) and Berrill and Davis
(1984), assuming that the pore-pressure is directly related to
the amount of seismic energy dissipated in the soil. In order to
demonstrate the energy-dependency of liquefaction, laboratory
soil test was conducted (e.g. Figueroa et al. 1994), which
showed that the dissipated energy per unit volume during undrained cyclic loading is closely connected to pore-pressure
build-up.
Despite a close correlation between dissipated energy and
pore-pressure build-up, the application of EBM has been very
limited so far in engineering practice. In this paper, a systematic research is undertaken, in which laboratory tests and
seismic energy evaluations are combined to propose an approach of EBM. It is then applied to a hypothetical sand deposit to compare the result with that of SBM under the same
seismic motions.

SOIL TEST RESULTS ON DISSIPATED ENERGY DURING CYCLIC LOADING
In order to examine correlations between dissipated energy
and excess pore-pressure as well as soil strain, a series of undrained cyclic triaxial test data obtained in the previous research (Kokusho et al. 2012) have been reviewed here. The
test was carried out using reconstituted specimens of Futtsu
beach sand (along the Tokyo Bay), with the mean grain size
D50=0.19 mm and the uniformity coefficient Uc=1.9, which
consists of non-weathered sub-round particles. The size of the
specimen was 10 cm in diameter and 20 cm in height. In
some cases, low-plasticity fines (the plasticity index Ip=6) was
mixed to make sand with various fines content Fc.
The samples were isotropically consolidated to an effective
stress of  c =98 kPa, and cyclically loaded with frequency 0.1
Hz under a undrained condition with a constant axial cyclic
stress amplitude  d . Number of cycles Nc to attain doubleamplitude axial strains  DA =2, 5, 10% and the pore-pressure
ratio u  c =1.0 were measured under various cyclic stress
ratios RL   d 2 c .
Fig. 1 shows cyclic stress ratios RL versus number of load cycles Nc on the log-log chart for  DA =5% and u  c =1.0 for a
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series of tests; (a) only clean sands (Fc=0) with Dr =30, 50,
70%, (b) Fc=0~20% with Dr≒50% and (c) Fc=0~20% with
Dr≒70%. The plots in the chart are approximated by an empirical formula with positive constants a and b;
RL  aNc b

(1)

Despite data scatters, it may be said that the RL-value for
 DA =5% increases systematically with increasing Dr, and decreasing Fc.
Fig. 2 shows a typical stress-strain relationship for Dr=51%
and Fc=0%. The dissipated energy per unit volume in a test
specimen is calculated in each stress cycle for a hysteretic area
ABCD shown in the figure with a thick dashed curve and
summed up for all the cycles from the start to a particular cycle as
 D

W      d d  
A
k
k 

(2)

loading cycle from time-histories for all the test data and plotted versus maximum values of pore-pressure u and doubleamplitude axial strain  DA in the corresponding cycle with
different symbols for sands of Fc=0 and nominal Dr-values 30,
50 and 70%. Here, the pore-pressure is normalized by the
initial effective stress as u  c and the dissipated energy per
unit volume is non-dimensionalized by the effective confining
stress as W  c . It is remarkable that the pore-pressure
build-up occurs with increasing dissipated energy almost
uniquely despite the difference in Dr, and approaches
u  c =1.0 at W  c =0.02 or smaller.
In a good contrast, a dominant effect of Dr is visible on the
strain amplitude versus energy relationship. The induced
strain  DA is almost in proportion to the normalized energy
W  c for each relative density Dr up to a certain strain
around  DA = 10% even after the onset of liquefaction. Thus,
the dissipated energy can be correlated consistently with strain
amplitude depending on individual Dr-values not only up to
the initial liquefaction (  DA =5%) but also thereafter, and serve
as an indicator for severity of liquefaction.

In Fig. 3, the maximum values of W are read off in each
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Fig. 4 Normalized dissipated energy for εDA=2, 5, 10% and Δu/σ’c =1.0 plotted versus number of load cycles.

Based on the test results for Dr=30-70% and Fc=0-30%, a direct relationship between cyclic resistance ratio RL20 for Nc=20
and corresponding dissipated energy W  c can be developed
as shown in Fig. 5. Despite differences in relative density and
fines content, the RL20–values for the strain level  DA =5% (circles) may be uniquely correlated with W  c and approximat-
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ed by a parabolic function
W  c  0.032  0.48RL20  2.40RL202

(3)

for practically meaningful RL20–values ( RL 20  0.1 ) with a
regression coefficient RC=0.93. For  DA =2% and 10%, similar curves with the vertical coordinate 0.4 times and twice that
of  DA =5%, respectively, are drawn in the chart. The curves
seem to be compatible with the plots, because  DA is almost in
proportion to the normalized energy W  c up to around  DA =
10% as already indicated in Fig. 3.
Because the relationship between RL20 and corresponding dissipated energy W  c in Fig. 5 holds uniquely for sands with
various densities and fines content, it may also be applicable
to natural sands with different soil fabrics such as those reflecting long geological histories. This indicates that relationships between the cyclic resistance ratio RL20 and SPT N-value
0.10

Normalized dissipated energy W/c'

In Fig. 4, the normalized dissipated energies W  c are plotted in the vertical axis versus the number of load cycles Nc in
the horizontal axis on log-log charts to attain strain amplitudes,  DA =2, 5, 10%, and pressure build-up, u  c =1.0. The
plots in (a) are for clean sand (Fc=0) with parametrically varying nominal relative density Dr=30, 50 and 70% and those in
(b) are for sand containing parametrically changing fines content (Fc=5~20%) having relative densities, Dr≒50 and 70%.
There are groups of 2 to 4 data-points with the same symbols
for which the same prescribed strain  DA or porepressure u  c were attained in different numbers of cycles Nc,
because multiple tests for test specimens having the same Fc
and nominal Dr were carried out with different cyclic stress
amplitudes. The lines connecting them do not show consistent
increasing or decreasing trend in W  c -values with increasing Nc. They may be judged to be essentially flat in all the test
cases, despite some lines for dense sands showing nonsystematic up-down trends particularly for  DA =10%. The
trends in Fig. 4 seem to indicate that the dissipated energy
almost uniquely determines the strain amplitude or porepressure buildup during cyclic loading, no matter how many
cycles Nc and how large the associated applied stress ratio RL
are required to attain a particular strain amplitude or pressure
buildup. This further indicates that a RL-Nc line for particular
strains or pore-pressure buildup drawn in Fig. 1, normally
considered as a basis for the stress-based approach of liquefaction potential evaluation, actually represents a line of equalenergy dissipation. This observation paves a way to an energy-based method (EBM) using conventional soil data in the
stress-based method (SBM).
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Fig. 5 Normalized dissipated energy versus cyclic resistance ratio for εDA=2, 5, 10% for sand specimens with
different fines content.
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The strain energy per cycle in the triaxial test is defined as 4
times the area of a triangle OBB’ illustrated in Fig.2, and the
strain energy accumulated up to a certain cycle is calculated
by summing up the corresponding areas cycle by cycle as
W   4  OB  BB / 2 k

(6)

k

In Fig. 7, strain energies defined in Eq.(6) and normalized by
the effective confining stress as W  c is plotted versus axial
strain and compared with corresponding normalized dissipated
energy, W  c , of the same symbols for all the test results of
clean sands (Fc=0). Energies represented by symbols conFig. 6 Direct relationship between normalized N-value (N1)
and Normalized dissipated energy ΔW/σ’c .
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Here, the value N1 is calculated from SPT N-value and effective overburden stress  v in the next equation (p0=98 kPa).
N1  1.7 N ( v p0  0.7)

Dr=69-71%, Fc=0%

0.15

Axial strain

Based on the research results combining undrained cyclic triaxial tests on intact samples recovered by in situ freezing
technique and associated in situ SPT logging (Matsuo 1997),
the following empirical formula giving RL (  DA =5%) from
normalized SPT blow counts N1 was proposed for clean sand
(Fc<10%) (Japan Road Association 2002).

(%)

0.30

already established and practically used in SBM, may be
transformed into a direct energy versus N-value correlation to
be used in EBM.
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Fig. 7 Relationships between normalized dissipated energy ΔW/σ’c or normalized strain energy W/σ’c versus

axial strain obtained in the triaxial tests.

(5)
Without fines:

In order to compare the dissipated energy with the wave energy in the field, it is necessary to know how much wave energy
is needed for a certain amount of energy W to be dissipated
inside the soil for liquefaction. The wave energy may well be
replaced by strain energy in laboratory tests. Hence, the strain
energy W was evaluated together with the dissipated energy
W in the same triaxial test series already explained.
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0.48

Normalized strain energy W/c'

Fig. 6 shows a direct relationship between N1 and W  c thus
developed using Eqs. (3) and (4). The curves are drawn not
only for  DA =5% (normally considered as the onset of liquefaction) but also for  DA =2% and 10% by assuming the proportionality between  DA and W  c . Other relationships
may readily be obtained if site-specific RL versus N1 curves
other than that in Eq. (4) considering various effects (such as
fines content, aging, and over-consolidation) is combined with
the RL20 versus W  c correlation in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 8 Relationship between normalized dissipated energy ΔW/σ’c versus normalized strain energy W/σ’c for all
triaxial test results.
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nected with dashed lines ( W  c ) are obviously larger than
those by the same symbols connected with solid lines
( W  c ), and the ratio of the two energies seems to be almost
constant despite large differences in the energy values.
In Fig. 8, the strain energies normalized by the effective confining stress W  c in the vertical axis directly compare with
the normalized dissipated energies W  c in the horizontal
axis not only for clean sands but also for sands containing
fines. Though the two energies are not proportional, it is remarkable that W  c and W  c are uniquely correlated for
sands with largely different relative densities and fines contents. This also indicates that the dissipated energy in sand in
liquefaction process is uniquely correlated to the energy given
from outside regardless of the cyclic stress amplitude and the
number of cycles. An empirical formula is obtained as
1.25log W / c 

W  c  5.4 10

(7)

and superposed on the plots in Fig. 8. This equation may presumably be applicable even to irregular cyclic stresses for in
situ liquefaction evaluation to determine threshold seismic
wave energy per unit volume for liquefaction.

UPWARD SEISMIC WAVE ENERGY EVALUATION
In order to evaluate a liquefaction potential based on the energy-based method, it is necessary to compare the threshold energy for liquefaction given by Eq. (7) with seismic wave energy coming upward at a site during design earthquakes. There
may be two methods, (a) and (b), to determine the upward
seismic energy.
In the first method (a), seismic energy can be estimated by a
simple formula assuming spherical energy radiation of body
waves from a source (a causative fault) as

EIP  ETotal

 4 R 
2

(8)

where, EIP is incident energy at a site per unit area (kJ/m2),
R is a distance (m) from a center of energy release. A total
energy ETotal (kJ) in Eq. (8) to radiate from the center is calculated from an earthquake magnitude M (Gutenberg 1956) as;

log ETotal  1.5M  1.8

(9)

In the energy-based evaluation method proposed by Davis &
Berrill (1982), the dissipated energy in liquefiable sand was
directly correlated with seismic energy arriving at a site calculated by essentially the same formulas as Eqs. (8) and (9). In
their method, however, it was not addressed at which depth the
incident energy is given by the equations, or how it transmits
upward from deep bedrock to liquefiable sand layer. Instead,
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the seismic energy thus evaluated was directly compared with
liquefaction case histories to empirically draw a boundary
separating plots of liquefied and non-liquefied sites on a SPT
N-value versus energy charts (Berrill and Davis 1985).
Using vertical array records, Kokusho and Suzuki (2011,
2012) has demonstrated that the upward wave energy Eu starting from a base layer tends to decrease drastically with decreasing ground depth in most sites and the decreasing trend is
almost in proportion to the power of 0.70 of the seismic impedance ratio between corresponding soil layers such as;
   0.7 :   1,   1.0:   1

Here, values    Vs i

 Vs  j

(10)

and   Eui Eu j stand for

impedance ratio ( Vs = impedance) and upward energy ratio,
respectively, between an upper layer i and a lower layer j at
arbitrary levels. Thus the upward energy Eu at a layer shallower than the base layer may be determined from incident energy
at the base EIP and the impedance ratio  with respect to the
base layer.
In the second method (b), if a site-specific design motion is
available, the seismic energy can be evaluated from it based
on the multiple reflection theory of SH wave. It is well known
that upward and downward SH waves at arbitrary levels can
be evaluated from a record at any level (e.g. Schnabel et al.
1972), provided that the soil profile is known and approximated to behave as linear or equivalent linear materials. The upward energy supplied to a liquefiable layer can be calculated
from particle velocity of SH wave propagating upward u for a
time interval, t  0 ~ t1 (Kokusho and Motoyama 2002) , as
2

Eu  ρVs   u  dt
t

0

(11)

In the present paper, the second method using the onedimensional dynamic response analysis will be employed,
assuming the soils behave as equivalent linear materials. In
SBM, input earthquake motions are normally defined at a
ground surface. In order to compare the results of EBM with
the conventional SBM, the input motion is given at a ground
surface in the equivalent linear analysis to calculate not only
maximum shear stresses for SBM but also upward wave energies for EBM.
In the equivalent linear analysis, a strain-dependent damping
ratio D iteratively decided is used in computing dynamic soil
response. This indicates that the strain energy W to be evaluated in Eq. (7) can also be determined from W by using the
damping ratio D as
W  c   W  c   D 

(12)

This appears to be more compatible with the analysis. Unlike

5

Eq. (7), however, Eq. (12), using hysteretic damping ratio D
measured in normal cyclic loading tests for a small to medium
strain range, may not properly reflect the energy dissipation on
the process to liquefaction. Therefore, Eq. (7) is used in this
paper for the strain energy evaluation in liquefying soils.

0

0.4

0.8

0

0

5

2

2

S-wave velocity of each layer is assigned at its middle depth to
give Vs-distributions shown in Fig. 9 for the one-dimensional
dynamic response analysis.
In order to make an equivalent linear analysis of the hypothetical ground, strain-dependency of shear modulus ratio G G0
and damping ratio D for the sand layer are given by the next
equations.

Loose sand

8

Depth z (m)

Depth z (m)

15

0

(14)



1    r 


D  D0
G 
 1 

Dmax  D0  G0 



(15)

These equations are modified versions of the original formulas
by Hardin-Drnevich (1972), by introducing power constants
 ,  as well as initial and maximum damping ratios,
D0 and Dmax , respectively, to have better fitting with measured
data (Kokusho and Motoyama 1998). The reference strain  r
in Eq. (14) corresponding to modulus degradation G G0 = 0.5
is proportional to the square root of the effective mean stress
 m (Hardin-Drnevich 1972).
A horizontal ground motion obtained during 2011 Tohoku
earthquake (Mw=9.0) at a strong motion station, K-net Urayasu
(EW direction), shown in the top of Figs. 10 (a) and (b) is given at a surface of the model ground to conduct a 1D equivalent
linear analysis using SHAKE (Schnabel et al. 1972). The duration of the motion used in the analysis is 236 s, which covers
from P-wave arrival to the end of major contribution of SH-
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A comparative study is undertaken here in which EBM is applied to a hypothetical site to compare with SBM. A level
sand deposit 10 m thick underlain by a stiff base shown in Fig.
9 is considered. The sand is divided into 5 layers, 2 m thick
each, numbered 1 to 5 from the top. The top 2 m (Layer 1) is
unsaturated with the density t =1.8 t/m3 and the lower 8 m
(Layer 2 to 5) are saturated with  sat =1.9 t/m3. In Model-A,
the sand is uniform with the normalized SPT N-value N1=8.
In Model-B, N1=8 in the upper three layers (Layer 1 to 3) and
N1=12 in the lower two layers (Layer 4, 5). The corresponding S-wave velocity Vs (m/s) is determined from N-value, calculated from N1 in Eq. (5), using the next equation (Japan
Road Association 2002).
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Fig. 11 Maximum acceleration (a) and maximum shear stress
(b) in the soil models A & B calculated along the depth.
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cycles of stress amplitude  0 (Seed and Idriss 1971). Here,
the stress reduction coefficient rn is given in the next empirical
formula using an earthquake magnitude M proposed by
Tokimatsu and Yoshimi (1983).

wave. This motion is given either in the real time scale RT (a)
with digitized time increment t =10 ms (duration 236 s) or in
a compressed half time scale RT/2 (b) with t =5 ms (duration
118 s). Maximum accelerations and shear stresses along the
depth obtained in the analyses for RT and RT/2 in Models-A
and B are shown in Fig. 11 (a) and (b), respectively. Both the
accelerations and stresses are almost identical in the two models, and slightly smaller for the compressed half time scale
(RT/2) than for the real time scale (RT).

rn  0.1 M  1

M=7.5 in Eq. (19) gives rn =0.65 and if K0=0.5 is assumed,
then the factor FL becomes as follows.

Stress-Based Method (SBM)

FL  R L 

In a normal SBM, liquefaction occurs if a factor FL expressed
in Eq.(16) is lower than unity.

FL  R L

(19)

1  2 K0 RL
 RL Lmax
3rn Lmax

(20)

However, if the earthquake magnitude of the 2011 Tohoku
earthquake, M=9.0, is considered in lieu of M=7.5 in Eq. (19),
rn =0.80 in Eq.(19) and if K0=0.5 is used again, then

(16)

FL  R L  RL 1.2Lmax

Here in situ cyclic resistance ratio R is obtained from RL corresponding to isotropically consolidated triaxial test specimens
as

(21)

where the equivalent amplitude of cyclic stress  0 is deter-

Figs. 12 (a) and (b) show the liquefaction potential evaluation
results in Model-A and B, respectively, by SBM explained
above. In Model-A, the cyclic resistance ratio RL is 0.191 constant in the uniform sand layer with N1=8 according to Eq. (4),
and the maximum seismic stress ratios Lmax for M=7.5 in the
real time scale (RT) is higher than RL, indicating that FL in Eq.
(20) is lower than unity, for Layer 3 to 5 and slightly larger
than unity for Layer 2. In the case of M=9.0, L=1.2 Lmax is
compared with RL, yielding FL in Eq. (21) obviously lower
than unity for all the saturated sand. For the compressed half
time input motion (RT/2) shown in the same chart, the trend
does not change so much from the RT-motion.

mined by multiplying the maximum stress  max by a constant
rn, where rn is a reduction coefficient of stresses,  0  rn max ,
to replace a irregular motions with the maximum stress  max
to an equivalent sinusoidal motions with a given number of

In Model-B, RL=0.191 and 0.234 in the upper and lower two
layers with N1=8 and 12, respectively, according to Eq. (4).
The stress ratio Lmax for M=7.5 in the real time scale (RT) indicates that Layer 3 liquefies obviously, while other layers are

R  RL 1  2K0  3

(17)

using in situ earth-pressure coefficient at rest K0. Seismically
induced cyclic stress ratio L at a certain depth is obtained from
the maximum seismic stress ratio Lmax   max  v as
L  rn Lmax  rn max  v   0  v

(18)
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Fig. 12 Depth-dependent RL-profiles compared with Lmax-profiles for Model-A (a) and Model-B (b)
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on the verge of liquefaction according to Eq. (20). In the case
of M=9.0, FL in Eq. (21) becomes lower than unity for all the
saturated sand including the deeper layers with the higher N1value. If the RT/2- motion is considered, FL is nearly unity or
larger for the stress ratio Lmax for M=7.5 in Eq. (20), whereas
FL is evidently smaller than unity for M=9.0 in Eq. (21),
though it seems unreasonable to assume M=9.0 for the RT/2motion.

Energy-Based Method (EBM)
The procedure of EBM employed in the present paper to compare with SBM consists of several steps in the following. The
normalized dissipated energy W  c for a soil of unit volume
to liquefy (  DA =5%) is determined for each layer from SPT
N1-values, using a relationship in Fig. 6. The normalized
strain energy W  c per unit volume given from outside corresponding to W  c is decided using Eq.(7). Then, the strain
energy for a layer with a thickness H to liquefy is calculated as
WH using the effective confining stress  c equal to an aver  1  2K0  v 3 , where
age mean effective stress,  m

 v =vertical effective stress and K 0 =earth-pressure coefficient
at rest.

Based on the same one-dimensional equivalent linear analyses
using the same input surface motion as in SBM, upward energies at the top of individual 2 m thick layers are calculated in
Model A and B by using Eq. (11). Typical time-histories of
the upward energies Eu in Model A are shown in the bottom of
Figs. 10 (a) and (b) for the real time input motion RT (a) and
the half time motion RT/2 (b), respectively. The energy Eu

Fig.13 Liquefiable energy demand profile compared with
Upward energy-profile in Model A (a) and Model B (b)
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remarkably decreases as it goes up from the stiff base layer to
the loose sand layer. Also note that the energy dramatically
reduces if the time scale of the input acceleration is halved,
because, for the same input acceleration u , the particle velocity u and  u  becomes 1/2 and 1/4 smaller, respectively, and
2

the energy by Eq. (11) for the time duration a half shorter becomes (1/2)3=1/8.
In Model A, the normalized dissipated energy per unit volume
for the layers of N1=8 to liquefy (  DA =5%) can be read off
from Fig. 9 as W  c =0.0281. Then, the corresponding
normalized strain energy per unit volume supplied by seismic
wave energy is given as W  c = 0.0621 from Eq. (7). The
strain energy WH for each layer of H=2 m thick to liquefy is
calculated using the corresponding average confining
stress  c   v 1  2K0  3 , assuming K0 = 0.5. It is compared
with the corresponding upward energy Eu along the depth in
Fig. 13, where important energy values are written in. For the
real time input motion (RT), the upward energy Eu is shown
with a solid blue line (39.7, 40.0, 41.4, 43.1 kJ/m2 for Layer 2
to 5, each). The values of WH are indicated with thick solid
black line (3.7, 5.1, 6.6, 8.0 kJ/m2 for Layer 2 to 5, each). The
sum of the divisions of the above two values WH/Eu in the 4
layers is 3.7/39.7+5.1/40.0+6.6/41.4+8.0/43.1=0.54, obviously
smaller than unity, indicating that the seismic energy is enough
to liquefy all the saturated sand together. In contrast, the upward energy Eu for the RT/2-motion is depicted with a thin
dotted blue line in Fig. 13 (5.4, 5.6, 5.8, 6.0 kJ/m2 for Layer 2
to 5, each), obviously too small to liquefy saturated sand all
together. The divisions WH/Eu are smaller than unity only for
Layer 2 (3.7/5.4) and Layer 3 (5.1/5.6), indicating that Euvalue is not large enough to liquefy both of them but only
Layer 2.
For Model B, the normalized dissipated energy per unit volume W  c for the two sand layers to liquefy is 0.0281 for
N1=8 and 0.0513 for N1=12 from Fig. 6, and the corresponding
strain energy is W  c = 0.0621 and 0.132, respectively, from
Eq. (7). The values of WH are indicated with thick dashed red
line (3.7, 5.1, 14.0, 17.1 kJ/m2 for Layer 2 to 5, each). For the
real time input motion (RT), the upward energy Eu is shown
with a thin dashed pink line in Fig. 13 (39.7, 40.0, 49.3, 50.9
kJ/m2 for Layer 2 to 5, each). The sum of the divisions WH/Eu
for the 4 layers is 3.7/39.7+5.1/40.0+14.0/49.3+17.1/50.9=
0.84, smaller than unity, indicating that the seismic energy is
enough to liquefy the saturated sand all together in Model-B,
too. The upward energy Eu of the RT/2 motion in Model B is
depicted with a thin chain-dotted pink line in Fig. 13 (5.4, 5.6,
6.8, 7.0 kJ/m2 for Layer 2 to 5, each). Hence, the divisions
WH/Eu are smaller than unity only for Layer 2 (3.7/5.4) and
Layer 3 (5.1/5.6), indicating that Eu-value is not large enough
to liquefy both of them but only Layer 2, again. Thus, in
EBM, the two motions, RT and RT/2, yield a tremendous difference in liquefaction potential both in Model A and B in
contrast to SBM.
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Comparison of EBM and SBM
If the above-mentioned results by EBM are compared with
those by SBM, the following observations may be made.
First, the results by the two methods in Model-A and B seem
to be essentially compatible in that all the saturated sand layers are to liquefy by the RT-motion. This becomes true only if
the stress reduction coefficient in Eq. (19) is taken as rn =0.80
considering M=9.0 in SBM. If rn=0.65 is used as in normal
design practice, the two results disagree, because Layer 2 becomes difficult to liquefy in SBM while it is easiest to liquefy
in EBM. Thus the effect of input motions of larger earthquake
magnitudes, which has to be considered by properly choosing
the coefficient rn in SBM, can intrinsically be included in the
EBM.
The effect of the compressed half-time scale motion (RT/2) is
far more evident in EBM because the upward energy Eu dramatically reduces compared to the RT-motion. In SBM, the
effect is minor with only about 10% reduction of the seismic
stress ratio L due to dynamic response change. In EBM, the
reduced upward energy is barely sufficient to liquefy Layer 2
alone both in Model-A and B. In SBM, if rn=0.65 is chosen
because rn=0.80 for M=9.0 is not reasonable to the RT/2 motion, layers lower than Layer 3 is to liquefy in Model A, and
only Layer 3 is just about to liquefy in Model B. This SBM
result is quite contradictory to EBM. Thus, in EBM, the two
motions, RT and RT/2, yields a larger difference in liquefaction potential evaluation than in SBM.
Another significant difference is that the shallower layers tend
to be more susceptible to liquefaction than the deeper layers in
a uniform sand deposit in EBM as shown in Fig. 13, whereas
it is vice versa in SBM as indicated in Fig. 12. The result of
EBM seems more reasonable judging from shake table tests of
uniform sand layers conducted many times in previous researches, although more case studies are necessary to draw a
general conclusion.
Thus, the basic procedures of EBM have been examined in a
simple soil profile. Further studies on its applicability in welldocumented case histories during recent earthquakes in comparison of SBM are certainly needed to show its reliability in
actual site conditions.

CONCLUSIONS
In order to develop an energy-based method (EBM) for liquefaction potential evaluation, a series of undrained cyclic triaxial test data was examined from a viewpoint of dissipated energy, yielding the following findings;
1) Dissipated energy per unit volume accumulated to a given
cycle, W , is not only closely correlated with porepressure build-up but also almost in proportion with corresponding axial strain for each nominal relative density up to
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a certain axial strain (  DA  10%).
2) The W -value is quite insensitive to the number of load
cycles Nc to induce a given strain under different cyclic
stress ratio RL, indicating that a RL-Nc correlation addressed
in the stress-based method can be interpreted as an equalenergy line.
3) The W -value may be uniquely correlated with a cyclic
resistance ratio such as RL20 for Nc=20, irrespective of fines
content or difference in soil fabrics, paving a way to make a
direct relationship between W and N1 for EBM using a RL
-N1 curve available in SBM.
4) The W -value is closely correlated with associated strain
energy W, measured cycle by cycle and accumulated to a
given cycle in the same laboratory soil test data. The correlation, almost unique despite the difference in relative density and fines content, may be useful to compare liquefaction-related dissipated energy with upward seismic wave
energy in the field.
Liquefaction potential of hypothetical sand deposit of 10 m
thick (homogeneous Model-A and non-homogeneous ModeB) have been examined by SBM and EBM. The soil profile is
divided into layers of 2 m thick, for which normalized SPT
blow-counts N1 as well as associated soil parameters are assigned. W -values and corresponding W -values are determined using empirical relationships obtained in the laboratory
cyclic loading tests. The input motion during the 2011 Tohoku
earthquake (Mw=9.0) has been given at the ground surface in a
real time scale (RT) or a compressed half-time scale (RT/2).
The major findings are as follows.
5) Both in the uniform A and non-uniform B models, the upward energy Eu for the RT-motion is obviously larger than
the threshold strain energy WH in all saturated sand, indicating that the layer is highly liquefiable. This result by
EBM is almost compatible with the corresponding result in
SBM if the stress reduction coefficient rn= 0.80 considering
the M=9.0 earthquake is used instead of widely used rn=
0.65.
6) The upward energy Eu for the RT/2-motion is enough to
liquefy not all layers (Layer-2~5) but only saturated upmost
Layer-2. Thus, the two motions, RT and RT/2, yield a larger difference in liquefaction potential in EBM than in SBM.
7) Another significant difference is that the shallower layers
are judged to be more susceptible to liquefaction than the
deeper layers in EBM, which seems compatible with what
we observe in shake table test results.
From above findings, it may be summarized that EBM seems
to highlight some significant aspects of liquefaction potential
evaluation from the viewpoint of energy demand versus energy supply and severity of liquefaction as well, which may not
be sufficiently taken into account by SBM. As already
demonstrated, dissipated energy can be a very good unique
parameter to evaluate the pore-pressure build-up and induced
strain. The key of the EBM is how to properly determine the
upward energy to compare with the strain energy for liquefaction. In this paper, the upward seismic energy has been calcu-
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lated from one-dimensional dynamic soil response analyses in
order to compare the results with SBM. It may also be determined from earthquake magnitude, a distance from earthquake
energy source and site-specific seismic impedance ratios as
explained before. In any case, these simplified upward energy
evaluations will be influenced more or less by the occurrence
of liquefaction, which may more or less affect the result by
changing input motions or upward energy. More research on
actual case histories is needed to improve the energy approach
to be more reliable and more usable in actual engineering design.
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